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1. Abstract 

English: 

The clarity and usability of the graphical user interface is very important for the enjoyment of a 

digital game. Pixel art is an art style with low resolution consisting of a precise placing of pixels, 

the smallest unit of colour that a screen can display. Pixel art has the potential of being cheap, easy 

to make and nostalgic, but it takes some skill to handle. However the great weakness of pixel art is 

displaying letters, and small details with clarity. So is there a place for pixel art in modern games? 

This thesis will discuss how pixel art games could use their GUI and HUDs to create beautiful 

games without losing clarity. The aim of this study is to is to compare different games GUI in a 

systematic way and discuss whether the artists have succeeded in their design of the GUI to give the 

player a pleasant game experience. A second aim is to find a series of recommendations on how to 

build a GUI with the least possible intrusion on on a narrative driven game. The main question is 

how can the GUI be designed and drawn to fit a modern pixel art game without causing a 

distracting discord to the pixel art style?   

Svenska:

Tydlighet och användarvänlighet, i det grafiska användargränssnittet är en mycket viktig del för att 

göra ett digitalt spel omtyckt. Pixelgrafik är en grafisk stil i låg upplösning som består av en 

genomtänkt placering av pixlar, de minsta representationen av färg som en skärm kan visa. 

Pixelgrafik har potentialet att vara billigt, lätt att skapa och nostalgiskt, men den kräver teknik att 

använda. Pixelgrafiks stora svaghet är att visa bokstäver och små detaljer tydligt. Så finns det en 

plats för pixelgrafik i moderna spel? Den här uppsatsen diskuterar hur pixelgrafik kan använda sitt 

användargränssnitt och ”Heads up display” för att skapa vackra spel utan att förlora tydlighet.     

 Målet med den här studien är att jämföra olika spels användargränssnitt på ett systematiskt sett och 

diskutera huruvida grafikerna lyckats med deras design av användargränssnitt för att ge spelaren en 

trevlig spelupplevelse. Ett andra mål är att hitta en grupp rekommendationer på hur man bygger ett 

gränssnitt som gör minsta möjliga intrång på ett narrativdrivet spel. Huvudfrågan är hur kan ett 

användargränssnitt designas och ritas för att passa ett modernt pixelgrafikspel utan att skapa 

distraherande dissonans med pixelgrafikstilen.
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3. Introduction

Video games are a unique art form. No other art can create its own worlds, with narrative, drama, 

music and visuals while giving you, the outsider, power to affect the world. This meeting of player 

creativity and storytelling is unique to digital games. While this comes with the potential for 

engaging experiences it also comes with its own set of problems. 

The user interface is what lets the player interact with the world. The graphical user interface (GUI) 

is how that UI (user interface) is represented. The clarity and usability of the GUI is very important 

for the enjoyment of a game. The GUI allows for the connection between the player and the game 

world, and will play a part in deciding what role the player will play.

Pixel art is an art style and game aesthetic built on limitations. The images are done in low 

resolution which results in a very deliberate, crisp style of assembled coloured squares. Pixel art 

was the only available choice for computer graphics from the beginning of digital games consoles 

and home computers until the middle 90s and the invention of the CD which could hold more 

information. For example the Playstation game console (released by Sony, 1994)  used a CD instead 

of a cartridge allowed for more space and higher resolution. 

Pixel art show great potential for indie studios. In the article“Pixelart pros and cons” (Boyd & 

Steinberg, 2012) they discus how studios lacking in manpower need to make efficient use of their 

time and talent. Choosing a more “retro” look allows  them to avoid competing with bigger studios 

for the same audience and can be used as a basis for future improvements.    

Pixel art has the potential of being cheap, easy to make and nostalgic. However it takes some skill 

to handle, and the nostalgic retro style runs the risk of becoming as clunky and hard to handle as the 

old games it wishes to emulate, especially concerning GUI. So is it possible to achieve the clean, 

crisp look of pixel art while using the modern techniques for subtle GUI?  

Game design and aesthetics of games are wide and complicated fields therefore this thesis will 

restrict itself to handle design and aesthetic of GUI for games with pixel art and 2D graphics. 
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4. A Brief introduction

4.1. Pixel art history
Pixel art is the technique of creating images and animation using pixels. Pixels are single coloured 

squares, the smallest unit of colour that a computer can draw. The term pixel art was first published 

in ACM president's letter: Pixel Art (Goldberg & Flegal, 1982). The concept, however goes back 

much further. For example, ten years before the SuperPaint system was used to produce pixel art 

images for television. The SuperPaint system was created by Richard Shoup, 1972.

Some traditional art forms follow the same system and technique as pixel art, such as mosaic, 

beadwork and cross-stitch embroidery. All styles are constructing simplified, stylised images using 

small coloured units.

  

Pixel art as a graphical style was once a necessity on computers and 

digital game consoles because of the strict size limitations of the DPI 

(dots per inch) to the screens and the limit of content that fit on the 

cartridge or CD. The Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) released 

in 1983 was restricted to only 54 pixel colours and could only display 

25 colours on the screen at a time. 

The NES had a total screen resolution of 256x240pixels. 
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Figure 1: Color pallet to the NES.

Figure 2: Pixel art examples from "Metroid" developed and published by Nintendo 1986 (pic 1-2) and "The Legend 
of Zelda" developed and published by Nintendo in 1986 (pic 3-4).   



By 1990 Nintendo released the Super Nintendo Entertainment System 

(SNES) and the technology had improved enough to manage 32,768 

colours thanks to layers and transparency and 256 colours 

simultaneously.

To create retro styled pixel art today the artist will simply put similar 

limitations to the resolution of the image and the colours used. 

The difference between pixel art and low resolution images is that pixel art is drawn in the intended 

resolution with every pixel deliberately placed. This causes lines and colours to be sharp and clean. 

A high resolution image converted to low resolution will be a mix of blurry blending colours. 

4.2. GUI 
The Graphical User Interface or GUI means in short every graphical element that the player uses to 

interact with the world. All menus, icons, maps and arrows are part of the GUI. 

A game's GUI plays an important role to the aesthetic style of a game, but more than anything it 

plays an important role in how intuitive and imersive a game is. The static parts of the GUI that stay 

on screen and display the characters's position, health or ammunition is called a Heads Up Display, 

or HUD. HUDs have been an essential part of game design since the start, however there are a few 

reasons why game designers wish to move away from HUDs as GUI. This is talked about in the 

article “Off with their HUDs” (Wilson, 2006). One reason for this is the risk of burn-in.

Persistent onscreen elements can over time create a ghost image on the screen even when the screen 

is displaying something else. This is known as a burn in and can affect different types of phosphor 

based HDTVs, including plasma and traditional rear-projection units.  The second reason Wilson 

mentions is immersion. In most games it is important for the player to care about the world and to 

feel like what they do matter.   
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Figure 3: Color pallet to the 
SNES.

Figure 4: Pixel art examples from "Super Metroid" developed and published by Nintendo 1994 (pic 1-2) and "The 
Legend of Zelda: A Link to the Past" developed and published by Nintendo in 1991 (pic 3-4).   



“However, nothing screams “this is just a game” louder than an old-fashioned HUD. It is not a 
part of the game world; it is an artificial overlay that is efficient, but often distracts the player 
from the environment in which he or she is immersed.”  (Wilson, 2006)

A bad GUI will make every part of the game feel unintuitive and slow. A good GUI will make you 

forget that it's there, and all you remember is the characters and the world.  There are several ways 

to make the essential information available to the player without using a HUD. The best one for 

immersion is to move the information into the world. For example show the amount of ammunition 

left on a display on the actual gun or show a loss of health as abstract but clear effects such as a red 

flash or small shake of the screen. To make the GUI discrete and immersive, the goal is to make the 

line between what the protagonist sees and what the player sees as smooth as possible. 

There are four different categories of GUI styles and 

placement as mentioned in “The essential guide to 

user interface design.”  (Galitz, 2007).

Diegetic

All the information is displayed as visuals that belong 

in the game world, usually as part of the character. 

This means that the player see the same thing that the 

character does. The term diegetic is also commonly 

used concerning music in movies or games. In the musical context the term diegetic refers to music 

that the characters can hear and react to, as opposed to the music of the score or sound only meant 

as an effect for the audience

In video games the line between diegetic and only for 

the audience tend to blur easily because of their 

fantastical nature and the element of player 

involvement.

Meta 

Meta in this case refers to GUI where the effect 

belongs in the game world but they treat the player as 

a hovering camera instead of the eyes of the character.
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Figure 5: Helmet GUI and external picture of Samus 
Aran in Metroid Prime, example of diegetic UI. 
Developed by Retro Studios, published by Nintendo 
for the Nintendo Game Cube in 2009. 

Figure 6: Example of Meta. "Call of Duty: Modern 
Warfare 2" developed by Infinity Ward and published 
by activision. Released for Xbox 360 and Playstation 
3 in 2009.



Spatial

Spatial GUI follows the geometry of the game world but is only there for the player. It is placed in 

the same location as the characters but it does not 

actually exist in the world. Common examples of this 

is life bars that are pinned above characters heads in 

the game and text and buttons that follow objects. 

Non-diegetic

The last category is the oldest and most simple. A non-diegetic GUI is completely separated from 

the games geometry, it is displayed directly on the screen.  

Most games use several styles. One example of  clear mixed UI is in Grand Theft Auto IV, where 

they mix Diegenic and Non-diegenic when interacting with the phone. The main character act and 

sound like he’s using a phone, even holding an in game phone to his ear, but when the player gets to 

interact with the phone it is a 2D-object, stuck to the HUD (Heads Up Display). Both systems are 

displayed at the same time but handle very differently. 

5. Question 

Pixel art, as an art form, and especially pixel art 

games rely heavily on nostalgia. It is therefore 

popular to create pixel art games with the limited 

and clumsy game interfaces and HUDS that were 

necessary for the old systems and games they are 

mimicking. The question is, how can the GUI  be 

designed and drawn to fit a modern pixel art game 

and appeal to a modern audience without causing 

a distracting discord to the pixel art style. 

6. Aim

The aim of this study is to compare different game's GUIs in a systematic way and discuss whether 

the artists have succeeded in their design of the GUI to give the player a pleasant game experience. 

A second aim is to find recommendations on how to build GUI with the least possible intrusion on a 

narrative driven game which directs the player to explore the game world without distraction.  
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Figure 7: "Final Fantasy XII" developed and 
published by Square-Enix 2006 and "Heavy Rain" 
developed and published by Quantic Dream 2010. 

Figure 8: "Monkey Island" developed and published by 
Lucas Arts. 



7. Previous research

7.1. Pixel art techniques
Because of the fixed pallet and the limit of available colours, pixel artists developed a few 

techniques of dithering to mix colours and add shade and depth. The most common dithering effect 

is to two draw two colours in a checkerboard pattern. Changing the density of either colour will 

change the tone of the area. Stylized dithering is two or more colours more spontaneously scattered, 

small rings are also common. Good information about pixel art techniques  has been written in 

“Pixelation knowledge repository.” (Stavropoulos, n.d.)  

Creating partially transparent images to use in video games is commonly referred to as spriting. The 

images usually used for foreground and character animations or stills which are called sprites. 

Spriting is sometimes used to describe the act of making pixel art, even though sprites can also be 

high resolution 2D graphics. Because of the activity's origin, in some community’s “sprite art” is 

synonymous to “pixel art”.

Sprites can also be used in a 3D environment, this is called billboarding. It got the name 

billboarding from how the sprites are placed to always face the camera head on, just like billboards 

are strategically placed to always face the cars on the road. billboarding is used both for aesthetic - 

and performance advantages. For example a 3D rendered fire effect will take a lot of time to process 

and may not look as good as a well placed 2D animated effect. 

Pixel art is preferably saved and used in the file formats GIF and PNG. These are both lossless data 

compression file formats. This means that the file will stay exactly the same when reconstructed 

from a compressed stage. If you use a lossy compression format, for example JPEG, the file can be 

compressed smaller but when used the computer will smooth the image. In high resolution this is 

hardly noticeable, in pixel art however it will blur the image, ruin some dithering and cause 

discolouring and artefacts.   

To use pixel art saves on money and require fewer people, but those few people need to be quite 

skilled for the style to work. Because the style is so limiting in size with its low resolution every 

detail becomes very important for the look of the character. In early pixel art this was a problem of 

file size and available colours. Today, the retro look and the impression that every pixel was placed 

for a reason disappears if the sprites are too big and detailed. The importance of skill is best 
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illustrated in this quote from “Pixel art pros and cons”:

“When you’re working on 16x16 or 16x24 size sprites, every pixel impacts how the overall 
character looks. Even the particular shading of a single pixel can change the tone of the entire 
sprite.” (Boyd & Steinberg, 2012)

7.2. Pixel art uses 
Pixel art is a returning trend but it's more than a trend, it's a movement that sometimes find 

acclaim. The reason it keeps coming back is because it's strong. (Huard, 2012)

In modern pixel art any limitations to the amount of available colours, the amount of animations 

playing at one time, the length of animations and/or the resolution of backgrounds is strictly an 

aesthetic choice. The style is popular partly because of the nostalgic association with the older 

games but it is also easier to create a coherent style, less demanding in size of staff and different 

roles in the graphical content creation process. It is therefore cheaper to get a good result than many 

different art styles. The less complicated the animations and camera angles of a game are, the more 

pixel art shines. The style demand practically no investment in hardware or software, only time and 

skill. 

This makes the style very popular among indie studios. For a small studio with few employes and 

little budget, pixel art is ideal. High resolution art done simple, and animated cheaply with fewer 

frames will instantly look flat and choppy. The audience gets distracted and find it hard to relate to 

the character. The same goes for not having the same budget for post production effects as your 

competitors. The game will look boring. Pixel art is much more forgiving on these points. Pixel art 

is however not a fail safe solution. To use pixel art saves on money and require fewer people, but 

those few people need to be quite skilled for the style to work. The style is very limiting when it 

comes to displaying faces and other minute details. It therefore takes some skill and creativity to get 

the right feelings across and make sure all the characters and locations look distinctly different from 

each other. 
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As previously mentioned, Pixel art can be a great tool for indie studios with limited resources and 

those who like the retro and nostalgic style. It should also be mentioned that pixel art has gotten a 

big comeback and use in mobile games. Because of pixel art is so memory efficient and look very 

good on small, low resolution screens it has seen a great boost in popularity thanks to the new 

market of games on mobile devices, and games on social platforms such as facebook.

”Well-executed pixel art has unparalleled clarity and visual control, especially on small screens 
that aren't always the highest quality. The palettized (limited to certain colours) images are also 
extremely memory efficient; a few hundred kilobytes is more than enough for a small to 
medium-sized game.” (Saltsman, 2009)

In mobile games the GUI accounts for most of the player's experience. This study has focused on 

narrative driven games, in these there is a whole other relation to GUI. The player must see beyond 

avatars of friends or simple mission markers, as are common in social games and must care about 

the world they move in. In their book, “Games, narrative and the design of interface” the authors 

summarise the importance of well designed GUI in this quote: 

”There is a potential disconnection between the experience of narrative and the active decision-
making necessary for successful gameplay. Gameplayers must oscillate between a 
hypermediated participationin game decisions, and (...)bridging the gap between narrative 
pleasure and gameplay interaction. Narrative dynamics can be designed directly into the focus 
of active gameplay - the game interface.”

(Tannenbaum & Bizzocchi, 2011) 

They describe the risk of the player experiencing the narrative and the gameplay as separate and 
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Figure 9: Example of pixel art expressions. Final Fantasy VI, developed and 
published for SNES 1994. 



therefore not enjoying them as much, because they care for one and not the other. The interface can 

help by making the transition between gameworld and gameplay as smooth as possible. 

8. Method
I have studied games and compared them both to each other and to my chosen ideals of subtle and 

unobtrusive GUI for immersion. I played the games slowly, multiple times and have described the 

games to highlight and note all the interesting points about and around my focus and question, that 

being the use of GUI, and note down what separates their system and use from other games.   

With this thesis I attempt to find a series of recommendations on how to build a GUI with the least 

possible intrusion on a narrative driven game. I discuss what qualities need to be the focus and what 

examples are to be avoided. The desired result is a GUI which directs the player to explore the 

game world and never distracts. 

The method for analysing the different designs and uses of GUI have been to break the concept into 

different features. I found current and older examples of different ways of tackling each feature and 

discuss which might be more successful. 

Different types of games require different kinds of GUI, and they have evolved to have quite 

different systems and features. Because of the different requirements for the styles, there would be 

little point in comparing between styles. The analysis has focused on the separate element and what 

serves its genre the best. 

A big question arose before this analysis could begin. The question of which games to choose.  In 

the vast library of games available this was not a trivial task, as it could very well change the 

outcome of the study. I summarised my alternatives as this: Games that are as different as possible, 

games that are as similar to each other as possible, the most popular or bought games, the most 

critically acclaimed games, the most modern and innovative pixel art games or the modern pixel art 

games most similar to older games, therefore most relying on nostalgia. 

 The “difference”-choice would lend itself to bigger and broader comparisons where whole 

mechanics and budget limitations could be radically different, this could paint a very clear picture 

of what is a better solution. The “similar”-choice would force the comparisons to be about smaller 

details and make it much harder to pick a clear winner. The “popular” choice would certainly prove 

that these games are doing something right, however popularity is much more likely to be caused by 
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aesthetics, game play, narrative and music combined, as well as the use of existing IP (Intellectual 

Property). The game's popularity shows no indication of how well an aesthetic and usability detail 

like the GUI was received. 

Because of this, choosing the most popular pixel art games could very well force me to miss all the 

most interesting uses and styles of GUI that I'd wish to look at. To pick the most critically 

acclaimed games would likely supply this study with more objectively interesting games, however, 

if this criteria was strictly followed I still might miss out on some of the better GUI solutions that 

wasn't in game critic's main interest. Since my question is “how can we update the GUI and HUD to 

a modern pixel art game without causing a distracting discord to the pixel art style” I finally chose 

the games I found that would best show an interesting result when viewed from that perspective. 

Games that follow an older overall aesthetic- and game play style but show innovation in their HUD 

or GUI will be most attractive for this study. This is because they show how the process of 

modernization of old styles has worked already. 

I felt this was a good guideline, however it did limit my choices more than desired, so to make the 

collection as good as possible I have extended my criteria to 2D games with qualities which could 

be translated to pixel art. To focus my search of the market to find new games and the details that 

will succeed in modern games I have limited my choices to games released in the last 5 years. 

In summary: I have chosen and studied games released in the last 5 years (2009-2013) which use 

pixel art or 2D graphics. I have attempted to find what elements of GUI worked to bring Pixel art 

and 2D Graphics into modern games.  

Every game picked for this study is analyzed according to how they solve the challenge of different 

kinds of GUI. I make a special note of the ones that are well connected to the game aesthetic and 

game world, is simple to use, is clear and easy to understand and isn't blocking to much of the 

screen. 

The following sections present different categories and uses of GUI that are analyzed in this paper. 

They each contain a brief explanation of the GUI in question, of course these explanations has to be 

somewhat generic since they mean, and are called different things in different games.
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Each analysis is followed by the game's score on Metacritic. Metacritic is a service which collects 

reviews of games and movies from many different unaffiliated sources of newspapers and review 

sites and calculates an average score displayed on the metacritic site in a percentage.100% is the 

best possible score. This is not to be taken as the score by this study or a score set by me.The 

Metacritic score is added to the descriptions of the games simply to give an indication and 

representation of how well received the games were.

8.1. Missions, journals and conversations

Missions, quests, tasks and goals are all variations of a common game feature.  A big part of 

practically any genre of game is missions, objectives and puzzles. Presenting these objectives to the 

player in a natural way is a great challenge.

There are many ways to go about this challenge. Most games use a mix of all categories for what 

missions are. These missions are a collection of tasks. There are tasks introduced that need to be 

completed before the player can progress in the story, there are tasks that when completed open up 

new environments, tasks which when completed give rewards, and some tasks made to teach the 

player something, or give him/her an opportunity to train a skill.

The way games introduce, keep track off and complete these missions are many. I will mention a 

few examples. Objectives can be introduced with the level, as in most racing games and simple 

puzzle games. RPG:s tend to introduce their missions through conversations with NPC:s (Non 

Player Character). Some have missions that can be triggered through entering certain areas. Some 

tasks have a reward without being introduced as a mission.

Keeping reference to the missions, keeping track of progression and completion is usually done 

with a list. This list is a questlog, mission list or a journal. The key to making these fun and easy to 

handle appears to be simplicity.  A big positive point to introducing a mission through an NPC is 

that lots of information can be delivered through voices and personal, human dialogue instead of 

forcing the player to read long stretches of plain descriptions.

It's important to make a distinction between missions and side missions.  In this case missions refer 

to the tasks that have a set order and needs to be completed in order to receive something essential 

to the game. In the same way side missions refer to the tasks that are not obligatory and/or can be 

done in any order at any time. These missions exist to flesh out the game world and to give the 

player something to do which will reward him/her. It is possible to give missions without keeping 

records for the player. This can be done if the game is pretty focused on the main quest or is 
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generally very small. The key is that the player has to be able to put down the game for a week and 

have some way to get a reminder of his mission when he gets back to the game. If there is no 

record, this can be solved with for example an NPC. When it comes to side missions however, there 

needs to be a good system for record keeping. Otherwise the player has no idea which side missions 

he has access to,  which are started, what is needed or which are finished.

Conversations are an important part for making a game world feel alive and fun. As mentioned, 

conversations with NPC:s are also a great way of delivering missions, narrative and game tips. How 

these conversations are displayed is an often overlooked but yet important piece of design and GUI. 

8.2. Cursors and icons
The category cursors and icons is meant to encompass all graphical elements which show the 

position of a character, show what can be interacted with in the world, show what player choices are 

available and show shortcuts. It is also well worth noticing how some cursors change according to 

situational changes. Icons play into most of the other categories, their clarity is important for 

inventory and menus to be easy to navigate.  

8.3. Items and inventory

The inventory is the space where all the items and gear that the player picks up are saved. It is also a 

list that the player can access to use items, compare and equip gear and weapons. When it comes to 

narrative driven games, especially RPG:s and action RPG:s finding and handling items and gear is a 

time consuming but important game mechanic. Here clarity is the key, anything that can help the 

player tell items apart quickly, find quality difference quickly and easily use and change items will 

help the flow of the game a lot. Above all else the design must strive to eliminate confusion and 

frustration. 

8.4. Maps and edges

A map is a very useful feature for a game with a very big and complicated world. Maps come in 

many variations, all from a diegetic map with ink notes on the surface to a crisp, architectural 

representation of the level. This category also includes so called mini maps, which is a small 

continuously updating map fixed to the screen. This let's the player have a constant reference to 

where he/she is in relation to other points in the game world. Also worth mentioning is screens and 

transitions. A screen is a common expression used about 2D games, it refers to a room or an area 

that takes up the width of the computer screen. When the character moves to a new area, there is a 
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transition to a new screen. Transitions between maps and areas is also a point to discuss from a GUI 

perspective. The need to be clear, to get the information across to the player that they are leaving an 

area, or even if they are close to leaving an area. Puzzles and tasks are sometimes limited to one 

area of the game world, if the player accidentally leaves an area without noticing it, he/she could 

accidentally reset the puzzle or waste his time. If however the map edge transition is too big, bright 

and visible it could be distracting. 
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9. Result

9.1. Sword & Sworcery

Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery EP  is an indie adventure video game with music by Jim Guthrie. 

S:S&SEP is new and unique in many ways. Superbrothers capture what's different about the game 

in their own synopsis.

“S:S&S EP can be interpreted as a streamlined 21st century re-imagining of the point & click 
adventure video games of yesteryear. Alternately, because of the primacy of Jim Guthrie's 
musical score, S:S&S EP can be understood as a prog rock concept album you can hang out in.” 
(Superbrothers, n.d.)

The whole game is an example of modernised design. This project is made of many old 

concepts updated and turned into something completely new. This comes down to three 

points: music, aesthetics and gameplay.

EP stands for Extended Play, which is a musical recording containing more than one single. 
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Figure: 10 Sword & Sworcery EP (developed by Superbrothers and Capybara Games and published by Capybara, 2011) 



The term originally referred to vinyl records with content spanning between singles called SP 

(Short Play) and full albums called LP (Long Play). By adding EP to the title of the game and 

displaying the composers name even bigger than the studio they are making a statement on 

how important the music is for this game. In fact, as read in their own description of the game 

this project is more like an interactive world created for and by the music.

The game play takes inspiration from the early Point & Click games in how to slowly move 

between screens  and talk to characters, however this simple game play has been greatly 

altered and modernised thanks to the platform it was designed for. While the old games 

usually used only the mouse,  Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery EP takes advantage of the 

design of the ipad. The user taps where they want the character to go. The accelerometer is 

incorporated into the game play, with the user turning the device 90 degrees to make the 

character take out her sword (the PC version uses the right mouse button). The player taps the 

shield button or the sword button to use them.

The aesthetic style for the game consists of very low resolution pixel art with realistic 

proportions. Contrary to other popular games which have enlarged important features to make 

expressions more readable Sword and Sworcery's main character has no distinguishable 

features. Her head consists of 4-6 black pixels and one yellow. Despite and/or because of this 

the game creates a considerable atmosphere. The environment, music and animations makes 

the world alive. That one yellow pixel that is the main characters face is just enough  to let the 

player know where the character is looking and how she turns her head. The new take on 

pixel art creates a very modern and abstract feeling that feels quite separated from the more 

fantastical colours and proportions of the retro look.
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Most of the dialogue is actually done through thoughts, once the user has acquired the "megatome", 

a magic book that lets the character read people's minds. The character can jump between two 

worlds; the "real" world and the "dream" world. The jump is made by sleeping which can be done 

by having the character sit down at different, specific locations in the game.

Metacritic: 86%

As mentioned under Method on page 15, metacritic is a service which collects reviews of games 
and movies and calculates an average score displayed in a percentage with 100% being the best 
possible score.

9.1.1. Missions, journals and conversations.
Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery is a very atmospheric game. The game is enjoyed through 

visuals and music. Though narrative driven by category, conversations are rare and most of the 

narrative unfolds through the main character's inner monologue. These are brief and personal but 

charming and helps lighten the mood and give short commentaries on the other characters. The 

honest, short thoughts helps the player connect to the character very quickly. Also helping with this 
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Figure: 11 Sword & Sworcery EP (developed by Superbrothers and Capybara Games and published by Capybara, 
2011).



is that all her thoughts are in a second-person perspective which includes the player. Comments 

such as “We bridged the canyon and we felt super smart” help lighten the mood in the otherwise 

enchanting but foreboding atmosphere.      

When the monologue appears, the top part of the screen is filled with a gradient striped pattern to 

give a dark backdrop, making the text very easy to read and the text is displayed within two curly 

braces or brackets.  These brackets work very well to illustrate that this is something other than a 

description from the game or a character talking out loud. The big button to progress in the 

monologue is a recurring icon first introduced on the title screen.  
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Figure: 12 Sword & Sworcery EP (developed by Superbrothers and Capybara Games and published by Capybara, 
2011).



9.1.2. Cursors and icons
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Figure: 13 Sword & Sworcery EP (Superbrothers and Capybara Games and published by Capybara, 2011).

Figure: 14 Sword & Sworcery EP (developed by Superbrothers and Capybara Games and published by Capybara, 
2011).



Because Sword and Sworcery was made for the iOS, systems for iPad and iPhone, it's original 

design uses the iOS systems touch and tilt functions. You touch one finger to the screen to make the 

character walk to that spot and you turn your iPad or iPhone 90 degrees to change into fighting 

mode. The only GUI present on the screen during walking and exploring is a ring around the 

placement of your finger as visual feedback that you are touching the screen. When turned to 

display the combat screen, the game changes to a different set of GUI. This view displays stars as 

life points and  icons for your sword and shield in the bottom right. You click on the sword icon to 

swing your sword. The sword and shield are high resolution images designed to look like the pixel 

art original items. The battles come down to pattern recognition and reflexes to win.

9.1.3. Items and inventory

Though S:SSEP is reminiscent of a point & click adventure game and it has a fare share of puzzle 

solving, there isn't a traditional inventory. When you click the faded but always present little arrow 

in the top right corner of the screen, an interface appears showing the key item the “megatome” and 

your life bar, illustrated by stars.    
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Figure: 15 Sword & Sworcery EP (developed by Superbrothers and Capybara Games and published by Capybara, 
2011).



9.1.4. Maps and edges
There is no map in S:SSEP. Some screen transitions are a smooth scroll while others are a small 

fade to black. There are very few branching paths and there are usually clear roads or paths in the 

game world that indicate where you can go.  

9.1.5. Summary
The GUI is very clean and sharp. It is quite clearly separated from the game world but they 

complement each other remarkably well. The sprites and backgrounds are all very low resolution 

pixel art which should give the game a retro look. This is however rendered unimportant by every 

other element of the design. The proportions, the colours and the level design are very realistic and 

the design of the GUI is very modern. The text is a very high resolution or vectorised San Serif font. 

The use of gradients and transparent effects in connection to the text is closer in style to the 

graphical design of book cover art and album covers than retro games or even modern games. The 

type is straight, plain and undecorated which fits with the crisp pixel art and cool colours of the 

game. Connecting them is the humour and the over sized symbols for the dialogue. In fact, the GUI 

for Sword and Sworcery EP is very reminiscent of the GUI and type of the iPad. This detail gives 

the impression that the game is very optimised for its platform which in turn gives a feeling of 

quality.        
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9.2. Machinarium

Machinarium (Amanita, 2009) is a puzzle point & click game. The game is known for its beautiful 

hand drawn graphics and its way of delivering information through images instead of words 

whenever possible. 

The main goal throughout the game is to get the robot Joseph back home and find his friend.

Point & Click games are usually puzzle games. The model lends itself very well to that use. This 

creates the somewhat special situation where the player needs to figure out what the mission is 

before solving it. Usually the player gets a main goal, and the rest of the game is a collection of 

small logic based, or funny puzzles for seemingly very small things that does in fact turn out to be 

important. 

Metacritic: 85%

9.2.1. Missions, journals and conversations.
Mission is not the best term for this game, a better description would be hints for progression. I say 

this because most conversations do not even hint at a reward, and some do not even give a clue as to 

how you should start your task. For example, reaching a new character you might be shown a short 

animation of the character playing a drum, another character stealing the drum and the owner being 
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Figure 16: Machinarium (Developed and published by Amanita design, 2009) 



sad. You have now learned that if you give this character a pair of drums he will be happy, and this 

will most probably lead to something good for you in the long run. So you have got a hint, but no 

description of how this should be done or where you should go. This works perfectly because of the 

limitations of the game. All you need to do is to keep your eyes open and make a move if you see 

the thief or a pair of drums. Because of the limited amount of screens the player can access at any 

one time, and the limited amount of interactive objects introduced per screen, the player has a good 

chance of  solving the puzzles just by trying out theories based on hints. This minimalist approach 

runs the risk of confusing players who are inexperienced in this category of puzzle games, however 

it is very rewarding to solve puzzles that the player feels truly responsible for.
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Figure 17: Machinarium (Developed and published by Amanita design, 2009) This is an example of a mission briefing. 
A need is established, ”find arm and leg”. 



9.2.2. Cursors and icons
As a point & click style game, the game is played using the computer mouse. Simply moving the 

cursor across the screen uses the chosen arrow of the computers normal interface. The icon changes 

instantly to different symbols when the player hovers over interactive places. If the cursor is 

hovering over a place the little robot Joseph can walk to, the icon will turn into a representation of 

his legs. A click in that situation will cause Joseph to walk to that location. Hovering over a 

character or item switches the icon from an arrow to a hand. A click in that situation will cause the 

character to talk to Joseph or will cause Joseph to pick up the item. The mouse is the only button 

you need thanks to the fact that all functions can be reached through the situational changes of the 

mouse buttons function and that the inventory and save function is reached through hovering close 

to different sides of the screen.

9.2.3. Items and inventory
The items in Machinarium are all beautifully fit into the world. This owes a great deal to the fact 

that Machinarium is a puzzle point & click adventure. Every item is a part of the world that all 

NPC:s could potentially see and interact with. Most items are identifiable as interactive thanks to 

how visible they are in the scene and because they separate slightly from the background in colour, 

as illustrated by the magnet in figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Machinarium (Developed and published by Amanita design, 2009) A creature you meet display its own need.



9.2.4. Maps and edges
There is no map in Machinarium and there is no real need for one. The game unlocks new areas in a 

pretty straight line with very few branching paths. Most of the earliest screens are shut off from the 

player once those puzzles are solved and the rest are centered around open areas. When the room or 

enviroment is more than one screen it'll scroll smoothly as the main character moves. Then you 

reach a wall, and the environment doesn't scroll to keep the robot in the center you know you are 

about to reach a new area. This would happen when you leave the screen in figure 19, which brings 

you to figure 20.   
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Figure 19: Machinarium (Developed and published by Amanita design, 2009) 



9.2.5. Summary
The most prominent, positive thing about Machinariums GUI is how little time you have to spend 

with it. Testing a theory is just as quick as naming that theory out loud, and the instant you don’t 

need the GUI any more, it disappears to give you a full view of the world and puzzles. 

The greatest impression of Machinariums world is how complete and collected the world feels. 

Some games have the tendency to have a big separation between background and interactive 

objects. What makes Machinarium special is that that transition is so smooth. Every screen looks 

like a smooth, coherent illustration. Nothing sticks out as obvious buttons or paths. This is a room 

that is used for a purpose other than to house a puzzle. The lever affects the claw in the ceiling, but 

the less obvious control box to the right is just as important. This causes the player to see the whole 

screen and look for every alternative.

This works because of the sparse design of the world. If the room had been filled with tools, 

windows and objects the lack of markers might become frustrating. If the some objects that appear 

interactive are, but others that appear interactive aren’t it will cause confusion and frustration. It 

will cause the player to remember what is interactive and what isn’t to solve the puzzle.

The best solution to this problem that I can see is either avoid adding any graphical element that 

would appear to be useful if you are not going to make it interactive, or make sure every item which 
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Figure 20: Machinarium (Developed and published by Amanita design, 2009). The obstacle is the open drawbridge, and 
it is clear this problem must be solved using only the items on the left side.  



appears useful actually can be used.

The only problem I have with Machinarium is the same problem I have with a lot of games, 

occasional lack of visual feedback. Feedback in this context is how the world reacts to the players 

actions. The player needs good feedback to feel like he/she accomplished something and to know if 

he/she is on the right track. Confusing or lacking visual feedback will cause players to be confused, 

maybe abandon a train of thought that was actually correct or simply feel that the game is distant 

and unresponsive. This issue doesn’t have to involve GUI, but there are those who solve the issue 

almost entirely with GUI.

I’ll take a later puzzle in Machinarium to illustrate my point. Most of the puzzles are quite clear in 

their goal. This puzzle however is quite confusing, and most of it comes down to the visuals. When 

you enter this screen the only things that appear interactive is the big lever at the top of the stairs, 

and the only thing that appears important is the little triangle-shape hanging from the hook at the 

top of the screen. This is because the colour sticks out and it is animated.

The lever causes a little cart with berries to speed down the tracks into the next room, so it seems 

fair to presume that we are supposed to catch a ride to solve the puzzle. By the locked hatch are two 

buttons. By using the trick to shrink, you can reach the buttons. This brings out a beautiful piece of 

GUI. The diegetic image of the controls appear, big enough for us to see and manipulate but not big 

enough to take you out of the situation. While pressing the buttons, like the robot sees them you can 

still watch the whole scene for changes. That is the positive points. The negative points with this 

piece of GUI are the things which makes this puzzle frustrating. Moving the dials, moves the big 

bar at the top of the screen. It is quite unclear that the numbers actually mean a specific position 

according to a grid. This is partly because the holes aren’t in a straight line, and also because a few 

holes are off screen.

Moving the bar does not seem to affect anything else. The player might figure out that the robot 

needs to reach it to climb it to the object.

Here is where graphic clarity becomes extra important and confusion can lead to frustration. The 

hole that appears to be closest to the stair is the third from the left. The shadow from the bar reaches 

his feet and when stretching out it appears that he should be able to reach it.
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Figure 22: Machinarium (Developed and published by Amanita design, 2009)

When the player clicks on the bar though, nothing happens. Clicking the robot only returns him to 

his normal shape. Trying to move closer to the wall doesn’t work. The fact that nothing happens 

gives no clue to the player what is wrong and they might feel forced to abandon the whole idea 

about climbing, which would be the wrong conclusion.

The answer to the puzzle is that the bar is supposed to be in the hole that is second to the right.

Figure 23: Machinarium (Developed and published by Amanita design, 2009)
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This bar appears further up and the shadow falls on the other side of the lever, but with the bar in 

this position the cursor changes shape and when the player clicks the bar the robot jumps up.

When the visual clues are the only tools the player has it is vitally important that they are clear. To 

solve this problem I see two solutions. either slightly redraw the background so the right choice 

looks the closest, or give the robot a short animation that plays on the second best option where he 

doesn’t quite reach. This short animation will tell the player that he/she is on the right track only 

slightly off, and he/she can try tweaking instead of trying whole new theories and get stuck.
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9.3. Jamestown

Jamestown: Legend of the Lost Colony (Final Form Games, 2011) Jamestown is a vertically 

scrolling shoot 'em up game. It takes place on Mars in an alternative universe during the 17th 

century. During this time in this version of the world Mars is a British colony where our main 

character must fight the Spanish and the native Martians in his spaceship.

Metacritic: 84%
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Figure 25: Jamestown: Legend of the Lost Colony  (developed and published by Final Form Games, 2011)



9.3.1. Missions, journals and conversations.

Jamestown is a shoot 'em up game, as is common with this style the challenge comes from skilfully 

dodging a screen full of bullets while shooting formations of enemies. As such there are no need to 

keep track of missions and no puzzles to solve, you only need to keep track of levels and improve 

your tactics and reflexes. The narrative is played out in the main characters monologue or memories 

accompanied by pictures in a painted style. Every stage introduction displays a summary of what is 

about to happen, written as if it was the act introduction to an old epic piece of theatre.  9.3.2. 

Cursors and icons

Jamestown has a custom made cursor arrow for navigating menus. Immediately it is clear and quite 

distracting how big it is compared to the normal cursor. Here is an excellent example of 

Jamestown's confusion in identity. The game clearly wishes to appear like- or at least make you 

associate it with old arcade games. A clear reference of this is referring to lives as credits and 

displaying them at the bottom of the screen in a pixel made font. The problem comes when it also 

wants to be a fun tale based in the 17th century. A lot of the layout is big and clumsy with big 

rectangular buttons like an arcade game, but the textures, arrows and some of the images are very 

soft, flowy very detailed wood and metal. Your first impression of the arrow might be made that 

size to fit to the arcade theme, but it is also very detailed and curved which id very unusual in an 
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Figure 26: Jamestown: Legend of the Lost Colony  (developed and published by Final Form Games, 2011)



arcade setting. An arrow made of enlarged pixels made to scale with the buttons might not have 

looked out of place.

9.3.3. Items and inventory
Enemies leave golden gears when they die to represent points. Other than that there are no items in 

this game. What you use to costumize your ship is different ship models and weapons. The game 

can be played with up to 4 players and all can equip different models. The different models and 

different weapons create different tactics and play styles. The model can only be changed from the 

menu in preparation for the level. 
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Figure 27: Jamestown: Legend of the Lost Colony  (developed and published by Final Form Games, 2011) 



9.3.4. Maps and edges
There is no map except for the level select screen. The level scrolls slowly bringing new 

environments and new enemies. There is only one way you can go. Each level end with a boss fight 

that is an extra challenge and sometimes even a short puzzle to find weak spots.  
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Figure 28: Jamestown: Legend of the Lost Colony  (developed and published by Final Form Games, 2011)



9.3.5. Summary

Jamestowns GUI is stretched between two different concepts. There is the arcade classic shoot ém 

up and the detailed story sections of the alternative universe 17th century setting. Jamestown's 

design is a try to incorporate both concepts with mixed results. The layout is mostly the simple 

arcade design of big blocks and rectangles to make buttons that were easy to click and could hold 

text big enough to read. This layout is mixed with detailed textures, added objects and soft flowy 

lines. For this example see figure 30. Big rectangular sections for the text and an old style font 

similar to pixelated text is very much like an arcade game. The gradient colours on some of the text 

the detailed textures such as screws and the colour choices 

of the map give the impression that they were trying a 

slightly more realistic approach to fit the narrative. 

However the two styles clash with each other, and details 

such as the brown buttons having a wood texture on the 

left but not on the right are distracting.  

The whole game is such a high resolution that it constantly 

walks the line between pixel art and low resolution 
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Figure 29: Jamestown: Legend of the Lost Colony  (developed and published by Final Form Games, 2011) 

Figure 30: Reworking of Jamestown: Legend 
of the Lost Colony. Reworking by Emma 
Grahn 



drawings. The difference in this case is that pixel art is very deliberate, with every pixel being 

visible and serving some purpose. In this high resolution that clarity and crispness is lost, which 

results in the image looking a bit rough and unpolished. In figure 30 I have drawn a test image 

suggesting how the GUI could be improved compared to figure 29.

The sprites used in the level during game play absolutely follow the style of detailed pixel art. 

Jamestown would profit from moving closer to one style and keep that coherent through all GUI 

elements. This would mean either simplifying the GUI and lower the resolution to make the pixel 

art style more clear, or enlarge the resolution to make the GUI more smooth and painterly.  
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9.4. Lone Survivor

Lone Survivor (Superflat games, 2012) is a post apocalyptic, survival horror game with retro-styled 

pixel art graphics. The main character is a man in a surgical mask. He believes he is the only, 

isolated survivor of an infection which has turned the world's population into aggressive, shambling 

mutants. With limited food and an increasingly fragile mental state, he must leave his apartment to 

scavenge and explore. There are no indications that any others survivors exist except for an old note 

mentioned in the beginning which states that there are other survivors on the opposite side of the 

apartment building.

The player character's apparent hallucinations provide directions for the player. When exploring the 

game world you discover items, keys and food. Two-way mirrors found in the game world are used 

to teleport back to the survivor's apartment. Items can be combined in order to solve puzzles. The 

player possess a flash light with which to navigate the game world, using the flash light drains 
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Figure 31: Lone Survivor (developed by Superflat Games and Curve Studios. Published by Superflat Games, 2012) . 



batteries, replacements can be found by scavenging. Mutants must be avoided or killed; a pistol 

must be found in order to attack mutants, but ammunition is scarce. When the pistol's magazine is 

empty the survivor automatically loads a new magazine, leaving him vulnerable to attack during the 

process. Mutants are attracted to light and noises, the player can sneak past by hiding in the 

shadows. 

81% on Metacritic 

9.4.1. Missions, journals and conversations.
The most common way to receive hints in Lone Survivor is the tips for interaction that appears 

whenever you get close to something. A spacial icon and text appear above the item in question and 

a suggestion for action appears as text at the bottom of the screen. There is no journal to keep track 

of clues or missions, instead the map updates with notes as you progress and the main character will 

comment on new developments and remind you what he thought was worth checking out.
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Figure 32: Lone Survivor (developed by Superflat Games and Curve Studios. Published by Superflat Games, 2012) . 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metacritic


9.4.2. Cursors and icons
Cursors, icons and windows are very large. All the GUI consistently keep the same pixel size 

throughout as the in game pixel art. The actual game world is limited to one third of the screen size, 

leaving the top and bottom to be used for the GUI. Whenever the character moves close to an object 

that can be interacted with, a big “X” icon appears as well as the text already mentioned. All icons 

are very small and take some guessing to interpret.  

9.4.3. Items and inventory
The game world is under a lot of shading and post processing which makes the lines and colours 

fuzzier and muted. This causes the inventory to appear quite sharp and blunt in comparison. All the 

text is readable but every letter is only the bare minimum necessary to form that letter. 
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Figure 33: Lone Survivor (developed by Superflat Games and Curve Studios. Published by Superflat Games, 2012)  



9.4.4. Maps and edges

The map is essential to Lone Survivor. Every room in the game is displayed as a 2D side-scrolling 

screen, however they are not all facing the same direction. This creates more freedom when 

navigating and exploring but would get terribly confusing if you didn't have a map. Even using the 

map requires some thought to translate your movements from the rooms to the world. For example, 

if the player walks from the bedroom through the hallway, he/she will cross two rooms shown 

directly from the side. He/she will have walked from left to right over two screens. Translated to 

movement in the world, the map shows that he/she has moved one screen north and one screen 

west.     

The map has a very handy feature where it adds details as notes as you progress. Important features 

such as save points open- and locked doors and shortcuts are automatically added. The map itself is 
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Figure 34: Lone Survivor (developed by Superflat Games and Curve Studios. Published by Superflat Games, 2012)  



almost diegetic in how it is similar to an old piece of paper, but the brightness and size of the pixel 

art keeps it from feeling fully realised. The game is not paused when using the map, which is 

otherwise most common. This is likely because the game is a survival horror, and the added tension 

of not knowing if anything is happening while you check the map is effective. 

9.4.5. Summary
The designers of this game were definitely trying to create 

something new. Having survival horror in small resolution pixel 

graphics is rare and the post production light effects and spacial 

GUI is definitely something that couldn't be done when pixel art 

was a necessity . However, the GUI itself shows no style. Except 

for the icons of items in the inventory every button or word is just 

the very least amount of pixels you can get away with and still 

form a word. 

This GUI falls short due to lack of identity. It appears to carry no thought or design. This GUI 

reminds me of Games for the Gameboy. Take for example Pokémon Red for the gameboy released 

in 1998 by Nintendo Entertainment. The game is entirely in black and white on a screen not wider 

than 5 cm, still it manages to show more style and personality because there is a clear choice in font 

and frame, see figure 35. 

Lone survivors main drawback is that it tries too hard to look retro while still do new things. They 

try to display to much on too few pixels which leaves the result looking a bit clumsy, cluttered and 

somewhere in between retro and new. 
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Figure 35: Pokémon Red  (Developed 
by Game Freak and published by 
Nintendo,1996)



Figure 36 show a quickly put together example of how the game could look with a slightly extended 
field of vision and a slightly higher resolution text.

9.5. Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game
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Figure 36: An alternative version of Lone Survivor's screensize and GUI. Changes made by Emma Grahn.



Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game (2010) developed by Ubisoft Montreal, Ubisoft Chengdu, 

Ubisoft Pune Production Studio. Published by Ubisoft and Universal Studios. 

Scott pilgrim is a beat 'em up game based on a comic book series which was also made into a 

movie. The game is a remarkable mix between the normal world and extraordinary fights and 

effects. The game follows the story of the comic and the movie and introduces the premise as you 

start the game. Scott Pilgrim loves Ramona Flowers but if they are to be together Scott must beat 

her seven evil exes. After this introduction all narrative is told by the game world and the opening 

text to every level. Each level is linear with a boss fight at the end but there are hidden bonus stages 

and shops for upgrades spread out. 
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Figure 37: Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game (developed by Ubisoft Montreal, Ubisoft Chengdu, Ubisoft Pune 
Production Studio. Published by Ubisoft and Universal Studios, 2010)  



9.5.1. Missions, journals and conversations.
As is common for beat 'em ups, missions are not needed. The flavour text in the opening of every 

level is quite enough to get the player invested and show him/her where to go. Curiosity will lead 

the player to all the things the level provides without needing pointers from objectives.

 

9.5.2. Cursors and icons
Scott Pilgrim is a game that holds the old arcade beat 'em up games as its main inspiration. For 

Scott Pilgrim this was a very conscious aesthetic choice as can be seen by how constant and 

coherent they keep the style. Every button, font and menu option fits together and remind you 

greatly of their inspiration. The difference between making a copy and an homage is the update, and 

this Scott Pilgrim pulls off flawlessly. Every detail is the right shape and size for an arcade game, 

but the higher resolution pixle art allows them to ad details. Instead of trying for a more hand drawn 

or flashy font for example, the keep the retro shape but ad a pixel art pattern to the “1”, a stroke 

outline for the text and a pixel art depth effect. Also worth noting is that instead of going for realism 

Scott Pilgrims in-game art is drawn to fit the comic book style.  
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Figure 38: Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game (developed by Ubisoft Montreal, Ubisoft Chengdu, Ubisoft Pune 
Production Studio. Published by Ubisoft and Universal Studios, 2010) 
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Figure 39: Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game (developed by Ubisoft Montreal, Ubisoft Chengdu, Ubisoft Pune 
Production Studio. Published by Ubisoft and Universal Studios, 2010)



9.5.3. Items and inventory

Items can be found around the level placed on the ground as diegetic objects. These items are 

weapons that can be used if the player wants to break up the normal attacks. Defeated enemies leave 

coins for the player to pick up. They can later be used to buy upgrades to make the character 

stronger. The coins are big representations of coins which fit with the arcade style and makes them 

easy to pick up. The game takes place in Toronto, Canada and a fun and unusual update from the 

old blank gold coins used in a massive amount of games, these coins are actually modelled after the 

real Canadian currency. 

9.5.4. Maps and edges
The stage select map is very reminiscent of Super Mario games for the Nintendo Entertainment 

systems. Except for this map every level is a long scrolling scene until the boss fight which is 

fought in separate rooms. Scott Pilgrim often uses their excellent animations and sets to create 

clever unexpected transitions between rooms. 
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Figure 40: Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game (developed by Ubisoft Montreal, Ubisoft Chengdu, Ubisoft Pune 
Production Studio. Published by Ubisoft and Universal Studios, 2010)



9.5.5. Summary

Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game is updated retro done in a way that fully utilise the most of 

modern pixel art. All elements of the GUI are coherent and are equal parts new and old. The layout, 

fonts, icons and buttons perfectly fit the shape and style of an old arcade game, however within 

those lines every graphical element has been updated to show a great range of detail, texture, pattern 

and colour that could never have been done in the old retro games. There is the old reference to pick 

up coins, but they are now connected to the world, down to the point that they look like real 

currency. Instead of adding up to an extra life the money is used to buy things in real in-world 

stores. Any store you pass that has an “open”-sign in the window can be entered. There you can buy 

different things which names belong in the world, such as CD:s of bands that exist in the comic 

book and movie, but their effects are boosting the main characters strength. Without the arcade 

frame work, the endless enemies might seem off and weird in a world so similar to ours. In the 

same way, just doing a strict copy of the retro arcade look would not be able to give any depth to 

this interesting world. This balance between realism and the comic book world give the world life, 

and the arcade style GUI focus the game play to just have fun beat up and endless array of enemies 

is what makes this game work so well.      
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Figure 41: Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game (developed by Ubisoft Montreal, Ubisoft Chengdu, Ubisoft Pune 
Production Studio. Published by Ubisoft and Universal Studios, 2010) 
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Figure 42: Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game (developed by Ubisoft Montreal, Ubisoft Chengdu, Ubisoft Pune 
Production Studio. Published by Ubisoft and Universal Studios, 2010) 



9.6. Terraria
Terraria (2011) developed by Re-Logic and published by Re-Logic and 505 games.  

Terraria classifies as an action adventure indie game. It could also classify as a roll playing game 

(RPG) thanks to the many different roles it hands the player to choose from. The game is very open 

and doesn't press you to prioritize any task over another.    

9.6.1. Missions, journals and conversations.
No missions or tasks from the game whatsoever. All tasks and challenges are those you give 

yourself. There are extra dangerous dungeons and enemies that you can find if you want, but you 

can also choose to play for hours just building a house. Terraria is an open game. It gives you a 

world full of materials and tells you some of the things you can make from the materials you gather. 

The rest is up to you to figure out.  
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Figure 43: Terraria (developed by Re-Logic and published by Re-Logic and 505 games, 2011) 



9.6.2. Cursors and icons

Terraria has a somewhat unique system in that every character and item is so small on the screen 

that the icons and representations of materials and items are the same size as the in-game graphics 

see figure 45.

9.6.3. Items and inventory
Because every piece of material can be harvested and moved the inventory needs to be quite large to 

fit all the items. In response to this Terraria has made it so that you can create diegetic in-game 

chests that you can place in your house, when clicked they open up to reveal an extended inventory. 

This is very necessary since the inventory connected to the character gets filled up very quickly 

while exploring. You cannot access the chest inventory without standing in front of them. This 

could cause some frustration if the player forgets where he put an item or forgot what was material 

was needed to craft something. I would argue however that the chests functioning as they are 

contribute to the narrative and atmosphere with a remarkable strength for such a small function. 

Without the chests you are collecting items and materials to craft new items with. With the addition 
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Figure 44: Terraria (developed by Re-Logic and published by Re-Logic and 505 games, 2011)   



of the chests you are suddenly harvesting the land and exploring to find items and materials that you 

store in your own house. You find and keep treasure.  

The inventory is separated into different sections that all fit on one screen. This is very efficient 

since you actually need to access the main inventory, the crafting and the equipments at the same 

time quite often. The top row is constantly pinned to the screen and lets the player conveniently 

quickly scroll between items.    

9.6.4. Maps and edges
Terraria has no maps and no separated area. When you start a new game, Terraria creates a 

randomly generated world that will take hours to fully explore. The exploration is the essence of the 

game. Digging deep down to find resources and explore existing abandoned caves. The challenge 

comes from remembering where you found material, how to find your way back and to navigate the 

tunnels without getting killed by monsters.  
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Figure 45: Terraria (developed by Re-Logic and published by Re-Logic and 505 games, 2011) 



9.6.5. Summary

Terrarias GUI is very practical. Everything is where it's easy to reach and easy to see, but 

everything is the same size regardless of importance and it does not appear to have any ambition to 

be aesthetically pleasing. The pixel art in the in-game graphics is so detailed it seems a bit flat to 

just display all the items on single coloured squares with  some transparency. The font is in a casual, 

undecorated, hand written style. As the game is about exploration and creative crafting and building 

I feel this is not reflected in the GUI. The logo for the game is built to represent the materials you 

dig through in the game. This is well done, and works very well with the sense of adventure the 

game works with. However, because the logo is based on the same (or same kind of) font that the 

rest of the GUI uses, the materials in the logo can't follow the same grid that is used in the game. I 

believe a big aesthetic difference could be made through changing the font to something more 

similar to blocks or pixels. The GUI over all uses very much text. Terraria does for example use text 

where other games uses symbols and they use text and numbers where they already have symbols. 

I believe Terraria's GUI is very easily navigated but clumsy in its aesthetic style. 
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Figure 46: A reworking of the GUI of Terraria. New elements and design made by Emma Grahn. 



In figure 46, You can se my test to update the layout and aesthetics of Terrarias GUI. Most 

importantly I exchanged some text to symbols, added an enlarged image of the character which is 

connected to the equipment boxes, I enlarged the icons of materials, made the boxes the same 

colour as the wood in the game.  

10. Discussion
Though there is a multitude of new 2D and pixel art games that  play to the old styles and take 

identity from nostalgia this study concludes that  the majority display a creativity with it's design 

and a need to add their own elements to the genre. The hypothesis before this study began was that 

pixel art and 2D art was a dying skill but had potential for great usefulness for small studios. Big 

game companies and studios were focusing their resources on high budget 3D games. Neglecting or 

ignoring what made their old classics special. New editors were making it easier and cheaper for 

small studios to make big 3D productions and vector art was a new cheap alternative. Pixel art 

seemed old and past when compared to new games. 

This study set out to find the new pixel art games with potential and by identify ideas and tips 

which could be used to bring the style into the modern market. Some truly innovative games have 

used pixel art and atmosphere-focused 2D art. Contrary to the pessimistic starting mindset for this 

study, these games were greatly popular, and they were popular greatly because of their aesthetics. 

The key to their success is using the limitations to their advantage. Superbrothers: Sword and 

Sworcery EP used the limitations of pixel art to focus on atmosphere. They sold this through sound, 

music and subtle and very lifelike animations.

 Machinarium used the limitations of a 2D, screen based world and a limited pallet to give us 

seamless, clever puzzles and lots of charm to their characters. Both S:SSEP and Machinarium share 

the feat of introducing a new and special way to relay narrative. In both cases it is the use of subtle, 

discrete GUI with an abstract graphical representation for narrative makes these games timeless.   

 Even Jamestown which at first glance appears like a new clone of the arcade shooter uses this base 

to play with a new fun concept. They also bring a new take on a stage introduction displaying story 

progression in the shape of act introductions from old theatre scripts. 

In my analysis of Machinarium I applaud the use of diegetic GUI and short emotional messages in 

images rather than text. The GUI is seamless and easy to read and the removal of written dialogue 
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limits the chance of the game becoming dated because of word choices and themes. Machinarium 

supports the theory that GUI drawn and designed to resemble the in-game graphics as closely as 

possible will create the most smooth, modern and timeless GUI. 

This comes into great contrast to Superbrothers:Sword & Sworcery EP. S:SSEP use several 

techniques to clearly separate the GUI from the game. The aesthetic of the environment and 

characters are 8 bit pixel art with a muted pallet of earthy colours. The GUI is very high resolution 

with sharp edges and plain shades of white and grey. The backdrop for the text has a smooth 

transparent grading that never appears in the game world with possible exception of some light 

effects. The crisp icons and white colour scheme is in fact more similar to the native GUI for the 

iPad than any other pixel art game. 

This breaks the theory of diegetic as the best option, because nothing about S:SSEP is even 

remotely diegetic or even spatial and still it fits perfectly. Both Machinarium and S:SSEP create a 

feeling of timeless design, but for two completely different reasons. Machinarium for having GUI 

that melts into the game world and S:SSEP for having GUI that is completely separated from the 

game. However, one important point remains. They both have a GUI that is completely in synch 

with their over all aesthetic style. 

Machinarium has a hand drawn aesthetic designed so that every screen will remind you of a picture 

book rather than a video game. It is therefore a brilliant solution to strengthen that illusion by letting 

the items be distinguishable only through placement and detail, keeping the image as a solid image, 

and to keep all GUI as temporary windows appearing only when needed. They are like paper pull-

out-pages in a children’s book, with the items added as icons looking exactly like they did in the 

world. 

If Machinarium is a children's book, Superbrothers: Sword & Sworcery EP is an album cover. The 

text doesn't fit in the world but it fits perfectly with the style. The crisp detail and lines follow the 

same mood and theme in in-game graphics and GUI. The game's focus is for you to see and enjoy 

the music and the environment in that order. The GUI is like the text on the album cover. It's 

aesthetically pleasing but it's not supposed to be in the picture. Our main character's thoughts are 

part of the game but they are shown in a very abstract way. It is never even clearly established if she 

is thinking or actively telling the player what she thinks.   
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So if both Machinarium's and S:SSEP's  interfaces work very well but for different reasons, that 

raises an interesting question. What would happen if they switched systems? 

I identified the different pieces and recreated them in the other game. I chose the GUI elements for 

conversations and inventory as those were the most interesting. I have taken a scene from 

Machinarium and in figure 47 recreated the dialogue GUI from S:SSEP and recreated the inventory 

GUI of S:SSEP in figure 48. 
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Figure 47: Screen from Machinarium with recreated GUI from Sword & Sworcery EP. Collage done by Emma Grahn.



I have taken a scene from S:SSEP and in figure 49 recreated the dialogue GUI from Machinarium 

and recreated the inventory GUI of Machinarium in figure 50. 
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Figure 48: Screen from Machinarium with recreated GUI from Sword & Sworcery EP. Collage done by Emma Grahn.

Figure 49: Screen from Sword & Sworcery EP with recreated GUI from Machinarium. Collage done by Emma Grahn.



 

As suspected, my conclusion is that both GUIs are well thought out, clear, subtle and aesthetically 

pleasing, however when they are switched, the coherent image, the style and iconic quality is lost. 

The games are both so strong because the idea is strong and every detail of the game work toward 

that idea and vision. 

In conclusion, for this study I have found that GUI does indeed play a part in how well the pixel art 

and 2D graphical styles work in modern games. How can GUI be designed and drawn to fit modern 

pixel art game without causing a distracting discord to the pixel art style? The answer reached by 

this study is that the most important element is to find a connection to the theme and feel of the 

game in question. If the game is made to feel retro, the GUI should reflect that, but it should also 

move away from the limitations to see what would work better. If the game is made to feel like a 

book or timeless adventure then retro-styled GUI would feel very distracting. Creativity to balance 

the line is very important and above all, as long as there is a unified look to the game where the GUI 

plays an equal part to the in-game graphics you can expect a good result.
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Figure 50: Screen from Sword & Sworcery EP with recreated GUI from Machinarium. Collage done by Emma Grahn.



11. List of terms

Cursor: In computing, a cursor is an indicator used to show your position of the screen. The most 

common example is a mouse pointer with the icon of an arrow. Another cursor is the line that is the 

display device that is waiting to respond to a text input. 

Beat 'em up: A category of games where the goal is to progress past an endless array of enemies. 

Usually 2D with a scrolling background.

Dithering: A technique in pixel art where the artist makes patterns to simulate shading.

First-person shooter game: A design style and game genre where the camera is where the player 

characters head would be. The player is therefore supposed to be the protagonist of the game rather 

than play a written character. In a First-person shooter the main character is wielding a projectile 

weapon for the majority of the game.

Gradient: The effect when one colour slowly and smoothly transitions into another colour, or 

transparency.   

Graphical User Interface (GUI): GUI is the term for the graphical elements that tells the player 

where he can interact with the world, how he can do it and what he can do it with. Some  common 

examples are an inventory with items the player has picked up, a counter on the screen showing 

health points or arrows in the world pointing at interesting dropped items. 

HUD (Heads Up Display): The parts of the GUI that are always present on the screen. Usually 

displaying character health, ammunition and position.

Indie: A game studio releasing games without a publisher. Usually small, with generally fewer 

employees and lower budgets than other game studios. 

IP (Intellectual Property): The idea and concept of for example a character or a game that belongs 

to a person or company.  

Lossless data compression: A class of data compression algorithms used in file formats allowing 

the exact original data to be reconstructed from compressed data. 

Lossy data compression: A class of data compression algorithms used in file formats which cause 

greater compression rates than lossless, with the price that a reconstruction is only an approximation 

of the original image.

Nintendo Entertainment System (NES): A video game console released in 1983.

Pixel: The smallest unit of colour that a computer screen can show. 

San Serif: A category of fonts. They are known by their straight lines and no feet. 

Shoot 'em up: A category of games where the main objective is shooting and dodging enemy 
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bullets. Usually 2D with an automatically scrolling background. 

Spriting: The art of making sprites. Sprites are 2D images with transparent backgrounds used  as 

objects in games. 

Super Nintendo Entertainment System (SNES): A video game console released in  

Video games: Digital games played on a computer or console.
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12.1. Referenced and analyzed games

Jamestown: Legend of the Lost Colony, (developed and published by Final Form Games, 2011.)

Lone Survivor, (developed by Superflat Games and Curve Studios. Published by Superflat Games, 

2012.)

Machinarium, (developed and published by Amanita Design, 2009).

Minecraft, (developed by Mojang and 4J Studios and published by Mojang and Microsoft Studios, 

2011)

Pokémon Red, (developed by Game Freak and published by Nintendo, 1996.)

Scott Pilgrim vs. the World: The Game, (developed by Ubisoft Montreal, Ubisoft Chengdu, 

Ubisoft Pune Production Studio. Published by Ubisoft and Universal Studios, 2010.)

Sword & Sworcery EP,  (developed by Superbrothers and Capybara Games and published by 

Capybara Games, 2011.)

Terraria, (developed by Re-Logic and published by Re-Logic and 505 games, 2011.) 
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